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Many are speculating as to what’s really happening on planet earth in
present time. There are those who believe we are in the end times and the
world is coming to an end. Then there are those who are predicting that
mankind is on the precipice of some kind of golden age. We have the Mayan
Calendar end date of December 2012, the prophecies of Jesus, and the all the
observable changes in natural disasters, weather and the economy.
If we are going to present a new look at this period with information that an
intelligent human cannot directly validate, then the first step is to explain
where this information came from and why it might be the most accurate
understanding of this time which we are calling a dimensional shift.
Many of you who are reading this have become interested in this work
because of the possibility that Edgar Cayce has reincarnated. I am the
principal author of the metaphysical, best selling book that makes the case
for most readers that Cayce is back, the same source that spoke through
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Cayce is back, and an unprecedented explanation is being given for this
current period mankind is going through. When I was first exposed to this,
my own conscious mind had trouble assimilating it. It’s so far out; it can
sound like science fiction, even when there is compelling evidence is before
your eyes. As you read this first introduction, I’m focusing on all the very
evidence that unfolded before me, that finally convinced me that this was
real. One of the biggest revelations I had was that in spite of all the
circumstances that can make us feel like victims, we’re not. I’ve learned that
each of us is a co-creator with the universe, but very few of us take that
responsibility. I’ve taken the liberty in this “Primer” to share not only an
overview of The Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce?, but also other sources
who I’ve been directly exposed to which corroborate the understandings
brought forth in the book. As you will learn, I am a fairly skeptical and
scrutinizing person and I would expect, and even hope, that those of you
who are being exposed to these new understandings of how the greater
universe works in this document, might also be skeptical and scrutinizing. I
don’t want you to believe it without applying a lot of your own discernment
and soul searching. I went to great efforts to include herein what you need to
hear to consider that this might be real.
If it is real, then this understanding is going to help you prepare for a future
that will hold possibilities, which are beyond your wildest imagination and
different from anything in the recorded history of mankind. Edgar Cayce
himself gave a foreshadowing of this dimensional shift in his own readings:
Cayce Reading Excerpt - “In this present age we are entering a period of change,
a period of trial, of enlightenment, as the time draws near for the folding up, the
completion of a cycle that with the grace of God will bring peace and joy in Him
to many through a new understanding and greater magnification of His will.”

What did Cayce’s Source mean by “In this present age…….a completion of
a cycle….a folding up”. This is the real topic of this primer. You can decide
your own resonance as you familiarize yourself with the research I’ve done
and the experiences I’ve directly had while writing The Reincarnation of
Edgar Cayce?. At the end, I’ve put together some packages of books and
audios, which will help you integrate it all. And even if you choose not to
purchase anything, I will give you the opportunity to participate, at no
charge, in a program called “Message a Day” where you can receive daily
excerpts of some of the messages from what I believe to be the most positive
intelligences from other dimensions, sharing their wisdoms. I’ve watched so
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many readers have total life transformations as a result of their exposure to
this material. As you scroll down, you’ll find some testimonials of readers
and reviewers in text boxes inserted throughout.
We obviously live in a world going topsy-turvy. What does the future hold
in store? Sleeping prophet Edgar Cayce was the most accurate and
documented psychic/prophet in history. After his death in 1945, 500 books
were written about him and his transcribed 14,000 readings. He had a major
influence on the alternative health movement, new age, and modern
spirituality. If a convincing case can be made that Cayce has reincarnated,
there could be a great blessing for those of us on Earth trying to understand
the strange period mankind is going through and its spiritual significance.
Cayce would be questioned while in a trance and demonstrated virtual
omniscience, never remembering a word he said. He was able to diagnose
illnesses with medical precision. He was able to recommend alternative
cures unknown at the time. He could tell people who they were in their past
lives and he could prophesize many future events yet to pass.
I am sure many of you who are reading this could not imagine how a case of
reincarnation could actually be proven. I had to study this case for over a
year before I could overcome my own doubt and commit to writing the
book. I then spent 3 years carefully constructing The Reincarnation of Edgar
Cayce?. I knew it had to be extremely precise, scholarly and footnoted if it
would do the job of convincing and be taken seriously. Judging from the
responses, I succeeded. Some Unity and Religious Science ministers and
even some official Edgar Cayce study groups have endorsed the book. You
can read some of those responses later. The book is being distributed by
Random House and has become a best seller in the metaphysical market
almost from the day of its release.
Most readers believe the case is made that Wilcock is the return of Cayce
and that Wilcock’s Source is the same Source who spoke through Cayce. If
that Source is trustworthy and is now explaining the real significance of the
Mayan calendar end date and the prophecies of Jesus, this book will present
a view of this period which can change the rest of your life as it has already
done for many readers as indicated from the numerous testimonials I’ve
received.
Excerpt Newspaper Review: Favorite Book Read
in the Last 5 Years: “I think it would have to be The
Alchemist by Paulo Coelho, but I was also taken by
a sleeper, The Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce? by
Wynn Free and David Wilcock” - D.D. Delaney, 3
journalist, Portfolio Weekly, Hampton, Va.

Excerpt Review – “Not only has the book clearly answered questions such as why we
are here, and what we are to do while we are here; it has also quenched and fulfilled an
age old thirst and unfathomable hunger that has been with me since I can first remember,
asking my mother at four years of age “If God made us, who made God?” – Dr. Maryel
Mckinley, syndicated book reviewer and host of KABC backtalk.

Most of us go through our day-to-day lives preoccupied with the routines
and familiar relationships, which we’ve carefully crafted at some earlier
time. This planet we occupy is sometimes referred to as a “prison planet”.
There is a veil, which blocks our view from a direct awareness of the greater
universe. There certainly is good reason to doubt that there is any such thing
as a greater universe since we can’t see, touch or feel it.
From a religious point of view, we’re asked to believe in God on faith. For
many, who follow this path, God can easily become a construct of a mental
belief, without any real validation. This religious view of God can easily
turn into feelings of superiority and condescension towards those of a
different persuasion even though those who were the very founders of most
religions would teach the brotherhood of all.
Alternatively, we can follow the path of the agnostic. If there’s no proof,
then one should remain neutral about the whole subject until one finds a
reason to have certainty. The materials we are offering can bring you to that
point without having to believe something blindly.
Within the context of these materials, you are going to learn a few things
about this vast cosmic puzzle that we are all a part of that will, very likely,
knock your “earthbound” socks off. There are aspects of this story that will
fly in the face of any belief pattern that you hold onto. And for many of you,
it will be an awakening, understanding and connection to a greater
understanding of the Universe and those positive benevolent Sources in
other realms that you’ve been waiting for many lifetimes to embrace.
If you’ve ever read some of stories of past historical spiritual figures that
changed the world and wished you were there to witness it with your own
eyes, you can have your wish come true. It’s happening right now. My job is
to point you in the right direction and your job, if you go along, is to look, to
make sure it’s real, to make sure I have no agenda and there’s no trickery
and see how it validates for you. All I ask is that you investigate with an
open mind.
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Here’s some of the things you’ll find in the context of
our material:
*A young man with statistical ties to sleeping prophet Edgar Cayce with
odds of multi millions to one (we’ll share some of the case later).
*A voice speaking through this young man that we have every reason to
believe is the same voice that spoke through Edgar Cayce.
*A voice with incredible wisdom and depth of understanding of the human
condition.
*An explanation of how things work on the other side of the veil, never
presented in a public book before in recorded history.
*An introduction to whom the voice is that is speaking through David
Wilcock and by inference, Edgar Cayce.
*An explanation of the cosmic significance of this period of time we are in
that “they” term a dimensional shift.
*A current update on Cayce’s “earth changes” prophecy.
*The story of what happened to me while I was writing the book that
convinced me that my information was on the right track.
*The guidance and potential vibrational connection with those positive
Sources in higher realms who can assist us through this dimensional shift.
Testimonial - “It is the most informative and
enlightening book I've read so far on human
evolution and planetary changes.” – Sabina
Heitzenberg, Vancouver

In our culture, for most of us, the desire to understand something with the
mind is very predominant. Your mind is the first filter of discernment, so it’s
important to have this all make some kind of sense to your mind, since it’s
so far out of the normal consensus reality. You can also apply your intuition
as you review this as well. Let’s start and look at some of the ties connecting
David Wilcock and Edgar Cayce.
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The Wilcock/Cayce connection
Before I begin, let me share that David Wilcock had no desire to be known
as the reincarnation of Edgar Cayce. He was extremely reluctant to have
this book written about him. He was justifiable concerned over the
responsibility of publicly “outing” himself as the reincarnation of perhaps
the most well known name in spirituality and metaphysics. He only
acquiesced to allow the book to be written after my convincing him that it
would be a great service and allow many to have exposure to this profound
information and inspiration coming through him.
The unfoldment of Wilcock’s connection to Cayce started in 1996 when he
graduated from college in New Paltz, New York and made a study of
metaphysical, UFO, and spiritual topics. He read a book on dreams and
prepared to write his dreams down on a pad by his bed. When he woke in the
morning, he found sentence fragment messages with wise words of
guidance.
At first he thought he was making it up from his own consciousness, but a
week later, his “dream voice” made a very specific prediction of something
that would to happen for him and the day it would happen. It happened
exactly as predicted and David now knew he was touch with something
outside of his own consciousness. For the next year he perfected his ability
to capture these messages and eventually was able to write complete
paragraphs and pages as delivered to him by his dream voice. There was
much more wise guidance and many future predictions.
After a year his “dream voice” suggests he move to Virginia Beach, which is
the location of the Edgar Cayce society called the A.R.E. He moves there,
and strangers began staring at him on the street. It turns out that he was the
spitting image of a young Edgar Cayce.
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He asks his dream voice why he looked like Cayce although he was already
getting the idea. They told him that he was Cayce in his previous life and if
he studied Cayce, he would see all the parallels. But if he was going to do
his highest service this lifetime, he would not be doing health and past life
readings but rather be a public figure, explaining the dimensional shift to the
masses.
David began a serious study of Cayce and found that not only did he closely
resemble Cayce, but his father closely resembled Cayce’s father and his
friend closely resembled Cayce’s wife.

Apparently, when we pass, our soul memorizes our DNA and when we take
on a new body, the DNA from the past life, programs the new fetus and most
of us will tend to resemble who we were in the past. According to Edgar
Cayce’s readings we also tend to meet the same people from one life to the
next.
The statistical probabilities of having 3 people so closely resemble each
would be virtually impossible by random chance. But there’s much more.
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As David studied Cayce, he learned that Cayce, in his own readings.
predicted he would “return in 1998, live in Virginia Beach, and may be a
liberator of the world”. David was asked by his dream voice to move to
Virginia Beach and he arrived in November of 1997. His dream voice
prompted Wilcock to fulfill the prophecy.
One other significant and highly improbable connection involves a
comparison of Wilcock and Cayce’s astrological configurations. In both
their charts, the personal planets are in the same signs. There are five
personal planets – Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars – and the
improbability of both having the same signs is 250,000 to one.
There are many more correlations documented in the book, but just on what
we have listed above, there are billions to one odds linking Wilcock to
Cayce whether you believe in reincarnation or not.
Review Excerpt - During my lifetime, having read numerous books on Edgar Cayce, The
Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce? is by far the #1 premier book, that’s been written about Cayce
whether it’s about his reincarnation or the original. As far as the scrutiny of this PHD reviewer,
the case put together by author Free, tying Wilcock to Cayce is bulletproof.
The Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce is not only the best book in the Cayce genre, but I would
put it in the running as the most important book to be written thus far in the 21st century –
period. This groundbreaking work will not only be a classic of classics, it has within it the keys
to individual transformation as well as global transformation over the next several years, as it
has already transformed my own life.
As a syndicated book reviewer, it can be inferred that I am not a novice to new thought
metaphysical books, authors, and thinking, having written numerous reviews on many of the
most recognized and influential books in the marketplace, I am absolutely stunned to have
discovered a book with a view of reality so huge that it could only have originated from the
same source that spoke through Cayce – a book that credibly provides the missing pieces to the
puzzle of what’s really happening on planet earth in our current period. - Dr. Maryel Mckinley
PhD CADCII Radio Show Host of "Back-Talk" KABC 590 AM/ Syndicated Book Reviewer

Who is the voice speaking through Wilcock and a brief
discourse on soul level evolution?
According to most theories on reincarnation, including Cayce’s, we go
through many lifetimes, for some, perhaps thousands. Each time we come
into a body, we have no memory of anything prior, although we carry
forward the attributes of our previous lives; similar talents, similar
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characters, and similar hang ups. Most of us have unbalanced actions in past
lives, referred to as karma, that we get another chance to work out in our
present life.
Eventually, we can graduate from this realm in what the Buddhists call
“getting off the wheel of reincarnation”. When we graduate, there are many
possibilities of where to continue and one of those possibilities is to join our
soul energies with a huge group soul, in another dimension, that acts as a
helper and guide for planetary populations at lower levels of evolution (like
ours). The voice, which speaks through Wilcock has identified themselves as
that very same group soul and they are going by the name The Ra Group.
It’s actually a conglomerate group forming the words coming through
Wilcock’s mouth when he channels.
Since the Ra Group is made up of graduates of this realm, they have a huge
amount of wisdom as to how this realm works and how to graduate. They
are not just graduates of earth but of other planets as well. They were able to
come up with so many previously undiscovered remedies through Cayce
because they have the collective memory of millions of years of civilizations
to draw on. Throughout the history of mankind, it is highly indicated that
they are one of the sources that were in communication with the prophets of
old, the Mayans, the Hopis, and those who founded various religious and
spiritual movements. Often times they were identified as God.
It is also indicated that there are millions of the Ra Group who volunteered
to come back to Earth and incarnate in this period to assist with this unusual
period we are in which they term a dimensional-shift. They returned to be of
service, knowing that once they were in a body, they would forget why they
came and the likelihood was that they would get caught up in Earthbound
karmic patterns. Many of you reading this who have feelings of alienation,
not knowing what to do with your life, or lacking sense of purpose could
very well be members of the Ra Group. If you feel a sense of resonance and
identification, that’s a signal that we’ve hit the nail on the head.
I told you earlier that this is information that has never been brought forth to
the public before (at least in recent times), with one exception – Carla
Rueckert.
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Who is Carla Rueckert and how is she connected with
the Ra Group?

In the late 70’s a young woman in Louisville Kentucky was working with
Don Elkins, university PHD professor, doing experiments on channeling.
Don would work with a group and they would bring through voices of
discarnate entities, and others.
At one point in a session, Elkins asked a question to Carla when she
was channeling and she immediately dropped into a deep trance and a
voice speaking through her announced itself with these words:
I am Ra. I have not spoken through this instrument before. We had to wait
until she was precisely tuned, as we send a narrow-band vibration. We
greet you in the light and love of our Infinite Creator. We have been called
to your group because you have a need for a more advanced approach to
what you call, seeking the truth. We hope to offer you a somewhat
different slant upon the information which is always and ever the same.
(B1, 65)
We are those who are of the Law of One, of Unity. In our vibration the
polarities are harmonized; the paradoxes have a solution. We are one. We
have walked your planet and seen the faces of your peoples.
We now feel a great responsibility of helping remove certain distortions
that have been given to the law of One. (B1, 65)
We, as social memory complex or group soul, made contact with a race on
your planet which you call Egyptians. We spoke to one who heard and
understood, and was in a position to decree the law of One. However the
priests and the peoples of that era quickly distorted our message, robbing
it of the compassion with which unity is informed. (B1, 66)
We still seek to become all that there is, and still we are Ra. Thus our
paths go forward. (B1, 78)
QUESTION: When I am communicating with you as Ra, are you at times
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individualized as an entity or am I speaking to an entire social memory
complex? [social memory complex are the words they used to describe
“group soul”
RA: You speak with Ra. There is no separation. You would call it a social
memory complex thus indicating many-ness. To our understanding, you
are speaking to an individualized portion of consciousness (B1, 162)
[NOTE: In other words, Ra represents an entire planet worth of beings
who have all fused into one unified consciousness. Each density in the
Octave moves closer and closer to the fully unified One Mind of the
Creation, the structures and abilities of mind becoming increasingly
difficult for the human entity to fathom.]

For the next 4 years Elkins plied questions to this Ra voice coming
through Carla and each question was answered with extreme
intelligence, and complete coherence in cosmology over the 4 year
period, with an understanding of how the universe worked that was far
beyond the ken of any human. These 4 years of dialogues were
converted into 5 books called The Ra Material and many have
recognized them as one of the most amazing examples of channeled
material on the planet.
Review (Amazon) -This will ROCK YOUR SOCKS OFF!, February 16, 2005 -- A
reader’s review on the Ra Material, Book One
By all love based paths lead to God "loveisthekey" (Planet Earth) - See all my
reviews
There is a lot of channeled material out there, some good and some not so good. I
think it is important to use discernment when reading channeled material, just as it is
important to use discernment when reading anything, or when listening to a preacher
talk.
Ultimately, the truth is inside of us, but we don't know it. So it helps to have it
confirmed by `outside' sources. Sometimes we come across something that has that
ring of truth in it, and we know it is appropriate for us in this point of time in out
lives. Not necessarily appropriate for everyone at all times, or even for ourselves at
all times, but appropriate in the now, for where we are at right now.
Thus, I have encountered many books and other sources of info that have all had
varying degrees of what I consider `truth', but no one of them being THE TRUTH. (I
have long ago dismissed the bible as THE truth, but consider it to have SOME truth in
it, while most of it has been distorted.)
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Continued: A reader’s review of The Ra Material, Book One
The Law of One books are the closest I have found to being THE truth. Many of the
channeled works out there are cheesy, or they come across too `authoritative' ie `...in
such-and-such year this WILL happen...', `...that IS the way it IS...', etc.
Ra, on the other hand, does not claim to be an authority. Rather, this entity repeatedly
tells us to please use discernment and accept only that which resonates as truth within
ourselves. Then proceeds to give info that totally rocks your socks off!
This stuff is deep, very deep. I have never read anything else, channeled or not, that
even comes close to such high caliber! It is just completely obvious to me that the info
really is coming from a higher being, cuz no way anyone could have made all this up!
OK, maybe someone could have. But this info came thru a woman in a trance, and she
did not even know what she was saying until she woke up. Even very specific details
are consistent throughout the text, over the course of several years of channeling.
AND, the material describes a cosmology that was ahead of its time. Certain aspects of
quantum physics, for example, described in the books had not yet been discovered. So
no, no one could have made this up!
When you read the material, you get a very strong sense of HIGHER KNOWLEDGE. It's
just really obvious that this is NOT coming from a human source, the way most other
channeled material seems to be. I had a lot of 'Aha' moments while reading it...in fact,
pretty much every sentence!
But, my purpose is NOT to try to convince you. B4 the skeptics start, let me say that I
am NOT trying to prove that this channeled work is authentic - if you are searching for
absolute proof, then clearly this book (or any channeled work) is not for you. Better to
stay in an organized religion and do as they tell you.
However, if you are a serious seeker who is not afraid to think for yourself, then I
highly recommend you give these books a try. Prepare to have your mind opened!
If you're still with me, then maybe you'd like to know what the books are about. OK,
for starters: the nature of life, the universe, how the pyramids were built, who the
aliens are, the chakras, other dimensions, the important elements of a spiritual path,
the nature of sexuality, etc. and lots of other interesting topics. But that is not what
makes these books stand out - other books have tried to address these topics as well.
What makes the Law of One stand out is the explanation of `Good' vs `Evil'.
If you find the idea of a `good God' being in a constant war with the `evil Satan'
oversimplistic, or if you believe that God is all-powerful and beyond good and evil, or if
you have a hard time believing that God will `lose' most of the world's population to
the `devil', and you are searching for a more intelligent explanation of why there is evil
in the world, then these books might be for you.
Or, if you are tired of all the `doom and gloom' prophecies and would like to rekindle
hope, then these books might be for you.
Be forewarned: these books are NOT light and fluffy. And whatever you believe, they
will challenge you. But they will also inspire you, and give comfort.
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David Wilcock believes that this Ra source that spoke through
Rueckert is the same as is communicating with him. In the quote
above from The Ra Material, they mention that they “spoke to one
who heard and understood, and was in a position to decree the law of
One” in ancient Egypt, 10,500 BC. According to the Edgar Cayce
readings, Cayce had a past life in Egypt in that same period as a high
priest Ra-Ta. The discovery of this corellation between the Rueckert
readings, the Cayce readings and Wilcock set off a huge aha
experience in me. It was as if the Ra Group had left a series of
footprints over a ten thousand year period which I had discovered and
it gave me indication that I was making no mistake. IT WAS REAL!
I extensively studied and compared the Rueckert Ra readings, the

Cayce readings and, of course, the Wilcock readings as I was
researching and writing the book and all three sources give similar
indications to the planetary process we are in the midst of. I would
postulate that it was the Ra Group who was speaking to the Mayans
and were responsible for the 2012 end date for their calendar. Here’s
some excerpts from the Rueckert/Ra material relating to this
dimensional shift.
RA: This sphere… has not made an easy transition to the vibrations which
beckon. Therefore, it will be fetched with some inconvenience… This
inconvenience, or disharmonious vibratory complex, [i.e. the disharmony
of the peoples creating Earth Changes] has begun several of your years in
your past. It shall continue unabated for a period of approximately thirty
of your years.
QUESTION: In 30 years this will be a 4th density planet. Is this correct?
(1981 + 30 = 2011)
RA: This is so. (B1, 93) [This session was held in Jan. 1981.]
QUESTION: Our planetary population has only a certain amount of time
to progress. This time is divided into three 25,000-year cycles.
At the end of 75,000 years the planet progresses itself. Why is this
so precise?
RA: The living flow creates a rhythm which is as inevitable as
one of your timepieces. Intelligent energy offers a type of clock.
The gateway from intelligent energy to intelligent infinity opens
regardless of circumstance on the striking of the hour. (B1, 105)
III. EARTH ITSELF IS MOVING INTO A HIGHER VIBRATIONAL PATTERN
RA: The 4th density is a vibrational spectrum. Your time/space continuum
has spiraled your solar system into this vibration. This will cause the
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planet itself to electromagnetically realign its vortices of reception of the
in-streaming of cosmic forces expressing themselves as vibrational webs
so that the Earth will be 4th density magnetized. This is going to occur
with some inconvenience due to the energy of the thought-forms of your
peoples which disturb the orderly constructs of energy patterns within
your Earth's spirals of energy which increases entropy and unusable heat.
This will cause your planet to have some ruptures in its outer garment
while making it appropriately magnetized for 4th density. Those who
remain in 4th density on Earth will be of positive orientation. (B1, l60)
QUESTION: Is there a clock-like face, shall I say, associated with the
entire galaxy so that as it revolves it carries all of those stars and
planetary systems through transitions from density to density?
Is that how it works? (B3, 95)
RA: You are perceptive. You may imagine a 3-dimensional clock face
superimposed on space or a spiral of endlessness which is planned by
the Logos for this purpose. (B3, 95)
IV. HOW LONG ARE THESE CYCLES?
RA: One major cycle is approximately 25,000 of your years. (B1, 92)
[Note: The easiest physical method of measuring this cycle is through a
natural wobble in the Earth’s axis known as precession, which takes about
25,920 years to complete. This wobble appears to be ultimately controlled
by the Solar System’s passage through changing energetic density / stress
areas.]
RA: There are 3 cycles of this nature. Those who have progressed sufficiently
may be harvested at the end of any of these 3 major cycles.
After this is completed (75,000 years) all are harvested regardless
of their progress,
for during that time the planet itself has moved through the useful part of
that dimension and begins to cease being useful for the lower levels of
vibration within that density. (B1, 93)
V. THE 20-DEGREE SHIFT OF THE PLANETARY AXIS AT CYCLE
COMPLETION
QUESTION: When the planetary axis realigns, will it realign 20 degrees
east of north to conform to the green vibration? (B3, 63)
RA: There is every indication that this will occur. We cannot speak of
certainties. (B3, 64) (No other clarification is given about this at
this point.)

I should note that Books One and Two of the Carla Rueckert, Ra
Material are included in our special package in PDF downloadable
versions. I met Carla in 2003 when I was researching my book and we
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have since become friends and she gave me permission to include her
books in this package.
Review - “The true mastery of "The
Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce: Interdimensional
Communication and Global Transformation" lies
in the skill with which author Wynn Free weaves
the disparate threads of Cayce's readings and life,
David Wilcock's biography and channelings
(including the revelation, from Ra himself, that he
is Cayce reborn), and Rueckert's Law of One
material into a single, tight braid that convincingly
intertwines to reveal behind the many faces a
single voice, the voice of Ra, calling Humanity to
awaken.” – Chris Tannalund

What exactly is a dimensional shift?
Now we’re coming to the most important part of this short primer and
the reason why this material can be so important to you personally.
Keep in mind that we are talking about something, which was
explained by Wilcock’s Ra, Rueckert’s Ra and to a lesser extent
Cayce’s Source. I also cross referenced many additional lesser known
channels and found exactly the same scenario described. I also had a
very unusual personal experience that independently validated all the
premises of this dimensional shift, which I’ll explain later.
There’s an energy that pervades our galaxy that radiates from the
center of the galaxy and is the precursor to the physical realm.
Spiritual people have had many names for this energy – prana, chi,
orgone energy, holy spirit, and the term almost everyone identifies
with – vibes. This energy, as it radiates out, is not equally dense. It has
peaks and valleys. The two strongest peaks are separated by 75,000
years. The Mayan Calendar end date is exactly the peak of the cycle.
For all practical purposes, we are in the peak right now.
Because of this peak in energy, many stable parameters of our
physical solar system are in a state of transformation. Every planet has
scientifically quantified changes going on, which never happened in
the recorded history of our planet. When David Wilcock was asked to
be a public figure and introduce the idea of a dimensional shift, he
began researching all these changes as a way of getting the attention
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of the logical minds of the public that unprecedented transformations
are in process. Although legitimate scientific sources and even
Universities document these changes, they are not being shared with
the public at large. An entire chapter of The Reincarnation of Edgar
Cayce? is dedicated to David’s research on the scientifically
observable changes in our solar system.
Mystic Pop Magazine Review – “Fascinating! This book offers
many instances for the reader to totally accept David Wilcock as the
true reincarnation of Edgar Cayce, the Sleeping Prophet, who died in
1945. As interesting as these instances are however that becomes
secondary as one reads further. We discover David Wilcock is far
from sleeping. He has a brilliant mind and presents credible scientific
research, to back up his channeled information.”

Testimonial – “Wynn Free brings breathtaking new scientific research
evidence from David which indicates how energy can transform DNA - potentially making ESP, telekinesis, levitation, and other paranormal
activities as common as breathing, and our quantum leap into a whole
new time of light and love not only possible, but probable.” – Brook
Medicine Eagle, Native American Shamanic Healer and Author

At this time, it’s caught the awareness of most of us that our own
planet is experiencing unusual weather changes and an increase in
natural disasters. But there’s something else happening that’s far more
important than the physical changes. According to our Sources, Earth
herself is a conscious being with a field of energy. Because of this
increase of flow from the Galactic Center, the Earth is lifting it’s
vibration. If you’re familiar with the idea of chakras, the Earth has
been a third chakra planet for tens of thousands of years and is now
graduating to a fouth chakra planet. The third chakra relates to power
and individuality and the fourth chakra relates to compassion and
empathy. So it’s an entire paradigm shift and the learning experiences
of this new upgraded earth will focus on heart-centered love.
But here’s the caveat: In order to participate in this new earth, your
own heart chakra must be open slightly more than half or your energy
field won’t fit. So there’s going to be a division of souls, those who
graduate with the new earth and those who have to repeat the cycle of
third chakra lessons. The cycle repeaters will be moved (their soul
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essence) to another planet in another star system, which is still in the
third chakra evolutionary phase. Since those with open hearts won’t
be there, this is going to very likely be a difficult planet to be on.
You may notice a connection with the prophecies of Jesus, “one will
be taken and one will be left behind” or the “meek will inherit the
earth”. There’s another interesting tie in with Jesus. There are
indications that Jesus was one of those of the Ra Group who
volunteered to take a series of incarnations in this realm culminating
in his Jesus life to prepare mankind for this shift and was in
communication with the Ra Group.
You might ask the question, “how do souls get moved from one planet
to another?” Apparently, this is one of the parts the Ra Group plays.
They move the souls!! According to the Rueckert material, they have
done this in the past. There were two planets in our solar system
where the entire populations were wiped out and the Ra Group moved
their souls to Earth to continue their evolutionary path. This is
explained in great detail in Books One and Two of the Rueckert, Ra
material, which are included in our package.
If all this is correct, each of us is making the decision right now as to
where our future lifetimes will be, based on our abilities to keep our
hearts open and stay out of fear.
I started my conference calls and message a day to give people
ongoing support and assist them in their process. The reading material
in our special package is loaded with the direct words of Ra via both
Wilcock and Rueckert. Reading their words helps to connect you with
their energy.

What happened in my life that convinced me
that this model of evolution was credible?
Early on in this article, I mentioned that there were aspects of this
story that sound like sci-fi? As I initially researched Wilcock, I had
this little voice in my head keep saying “Can this be real? Am I
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missing something? Am I making a mistake?” If you’ve followed
along in this story thus far, I wouldn’t be surprised if you weren’t
asking yourself the same thing. Is our planet is in the midst of a huge
transformation with two group souls administering this shift? Are our
future lifetimes going to be determined by the extent our heart chakras
are open? If I am right, you who are reading this are creating your
future path right now. The key is staying in a loving consciousness
and staying out of fear.
As I was initially researching the Wilcock material and the Rueckert
material, I looked very diligently for a piece of evidence that would
cast dispersion on my premises. There was none to be found!!
Then something happened in 2002 that was the feather that tipped the
scale and convinced me that I had to be right in this new model of
soul evolution that sounds like it could be the inspiration for the next
episode of Star Wars. “THEY” STARTED COMMUNICATING
WITH ME!!!
This is a huge story in of itself so I’m going to give just a very short
outline of what transpired. I do have a new book, which you can
download where you can read all the details.
(www.elohimqanda.com)
To review my state of mind when this occurred; I was deep into the
write of The Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce? I had done a huge
amount of research and realized I was writing something, which had
the potential to shake the very roots of Judeo Christianity, New Age,
and every philosophical, spiritual, and metaphysical tract I had ever
been exposed to. (I had been on the quest of a spiritual seeker for 30
years and had read hundreds of books and attended hundreds of
lectures and workshops). My logical mind kept thinking “Can this be
real? I must be making some kind of mistake.”
It was April of 2002 and I was attending The Prophet’s Conference in
Pacific Grove, California. I was there on a press pass to interview
some of the speakers for the metaphysical magazine of which I was a
staff writer.
As I walked in the room on Friday afternoon, I stopped to talk to two
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friends from L.A.. I noticed from the corner of my eye, this beautiful
woman staring at me. I went up to her and asked her if she knew me
from somewhere. She answered that I reminded her of a writer that
she had a crush on.
Thirty days later, we were living together at a Motel 6 in Arcadia
California and I thought I had met the love of my life. Here’s a picture
of Daphne on the grounds of Motel 6.

About 6 weeks later, we were on a drive from L.A. to Portland. I was
going to work for someone selling things at a booth at The Rose
Festival. We were driving through a torrential rainstorm in Northern
California. I did a prayer of protection for safe driving and at the end
of the prayer; I asked “Does anybody want to talk to me?” I said it in a
joking manner never in my wildest imagination expecting an answer.
Daphne answered with, “We’re here. Do you have any questions?” I
was sure she was kidding but I asked some questions and the voice
that answered sounded much more confident and authoritative than
Daphne. After a few minutes, she spoke in her normal soft voice and
said “That was the strangest thing that ever happened to me.” I didn’t
know what to make of it and thought it was a one-time anomaly.
Three days later, Daphne and I were in Portland, Oregon at a hotel
and I asked her if we could try it again. I asked the magic words
“Does anybody want to talk to me and again there was an answer.
Here’s what she/they said:
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Wynn: Is anyone here? Does anyone want to identify themselves?
Answer: Good evening. We bring forth to you knowledge of the higher
intergalactic species of the lone star system Alcyon, this is to be our first recorded
transmission to you and we are pleased to announce our engagement of
technological meshing with your channel so that we may bring forth to you
information of a needed higher caliber for transmission and integration at this
particular frequency and station and knowing pertinent to the incoming questions.
Have you questions this evening Mr. Wynn?
Wynn: Can you describe how you perceive our channel’s consciousness when we
ask for your presence?
Answer: This is a multi level diagrammatic question and our present channel is a
very wide band receiver station calibrated for exceptional galactic clar-audience
and clar-cognition which when tuned to the proper channel below the current
threshold of consciousness shall make inroads into accessing very pertinent
information at this time of transition.

I went on to ask more questions and each one was answered with the
same intelligence and widely expansive vocabulary. I couldn’t
imagine that she could make this up, but the thought occurred to me
that maybe she was schizophrenic and some part of her sub-conscious
was forming these answers. I shared my doubt with this voice and I
asked them if they could predict a newspaper headline in advance.
They gave me a headline and said to watch for it in two weeks time.
Two weeks later, there was the headline. Here’s a picture of Daphne
on this first trip to Portland.

I now knew I was dealing with something real, but I wasn’t sure if it
was positive. I had no obvious indication that it was not trustworthy,
but in my study of the Wilcock and Rueckert materials I became
aware that there were some trickster entities in other realms that
would seem positive but had a negative agenda. I resolved to reserve
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any judgment. For the next six months Daphne would interrupt what
ever we were doing and announce “Those guys want to talk to you
again”, and I would go into another question-and-answer session, tape
recorder rolling.
I was having an amazing series of communications with a voice that
identified itself as the Council of Elohim. I googled the word Elohim
and found definitions like “the creator of this realm” and “the name
for God in the Old Testament”. I asked them if they were the same
and they said they were part of the Elohim. Apparently, the Elohim
were also a group soul, except they had never taken bodies in this
realm. They described themselves as pure energy outside of time and
could move in and out of time like humans can jump in and out of a
pool of water.
During this period, I got a call from my brother-in-law concerning my
sister, who was about to go into the hospital for a critical cancer
operation, which she wasn’t expected to survive. I asked the voice that
was identifying itself as the Elohim if they could help. They said they
would. Joanne survived the operation and at first I thought it had to be
coincidence. But a few weeks later, she went in for tests to see if the
cancer had returned. The nurse said there was no cancer but
something was wrong with the test because they couldn’t measure her
lupus, which never goes away. They tested her again and again and
the lupus was gone. I knew there had to be some kind of intervention.
Up to this point, my sister was not aware of my communications
through Daphne, so there was no possibility of any kind of suggestion
affecting the healing. I asked the Elohim how they did that and they
said it was like “putting a filter in her blood flow and removing the
lupus”. I now had a miracle on my hands and I began to get the idea
that they might be who they said they were.
In my dialogues with them, I asked many questions about the
premises of the book I was writing concerning the dimensional shift,
the division of souls, ascension, and the Ra Group. I got exactly the
same answers as were coming through Wilcock. Daphne did not know
these answers. A chill went through me as I began to assimilate the
personal responsibility of having such validation for such an
important subject. Here’s a excerpt from one of these conversations
regarding a query I asked about the dimensional shift:
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Wynn: When someone one the third density first hears that there’s going to be a
change in density on this planetary system, and they wonder, what should they do
to be able to participate in the higher choice that’s available, what would be your
suggestion?
Council of Elohim: Open the self to the dreams of that which may want to be
made possible. Hold back not the self from the highest interior dream. Believe it is
possible. And in such way accumulate energetic force to overcome lower density
limitation. Lower density limitation are fed by energy as are higher density
dreams are also fed by same light energy. The difference being one is conscious
and the other being unconscious and subconscious thus being much harder to
control. Remain in a continuous conscious holding pattern of that which you
deem bearable as you would bear light, bearable as you would want to be born by
another as in the I am presence of the light the bearer of the light, become that in
your third density. This translates into what you would say in love, service and
caring.
And here’s their answer to a question on how a human can connect with higher realms of
vibration and intelligence:
Wynn: Why is it on this level that people cannot connect with or experience often
their connection with the divine source?
Council of Elohim: Because there are veils in place in this level and continue to
be until you reach fifth and sixth density. You have chosen this as part of your
evolutionary makeup. Part of the design
Wynn: if someone is living within their veils, what can they do to penetrate
through their veils, what kind of exercise if they have decided this is something
they would like to lift above?
Council of Elohim: First there must be intention, then there must be persistence,
then there must be vision of that which could be beyond the veil. These combined
provide the backdrop for further disillusion of the mental structures holding in a
person.
Wynn: As part of the process when a person makes this intention, does your
council monitor and notice this even though they haven’t penetrated the veil
directly?
Council of Elohim: the council notices and guides as much as is able those
entities willing to perceive us on what you would term the other side.
Wynn: Many entities might be highly skeptical that such a Council could be
actually paying attention to these things on such an individual level with so many
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billions of people on this planet. Could you describe a little bit how that process
works. How that noticing takes place?
Council of Elohim; We see you as energy systems as energy circuits. When there
are particularly bright spots, we know to pay attention to these. The bright spots
are indicative that a person in your density has tapped into the greater collective
field and is thus accessing consciously the required information to further free
themselves from the confines of the third density. In this manner we are able to
pay attention to those among billions who are able to make the initial sojourn into
the greater developmental entities awaiting higher galactic consciousness
connection.

There’s one more amazing circumstance to my personal story. In
September of 2002, Daphne left. She was having overwhelming panic
attacks. I spent a few weeks mourning the loss and then I asked my
old girlfriend if she’d consider coming over. (Excuse me for sharing
the details of my personal life but I don’t know how to share this story
authentically and not include this). She woke me up in the middle of
the night and told me to get the tape recorder out. Yep, they started
coming through her. At least they said they were the same Elohim and
they never left me. What I was doing was really important and I could
reach them through Terry. I couldn’t believe it. I thought Terry was
jealous and making it up. But after a couple of months of questionand-answer sessions, I was certain it was the same Source. I decided
to ask them the kinds of questions you would want to know the
answer to. At one point I asked them if they really liked being
worshipped. Here’s their answer:
“It is irksome to be worshipped because worship creates a division, I’m better;
you’re the one who’s not as good. It creates a falsehood, a fallacy and it creates a
break in the communication between the two. There’s a father and a son and the
neither is better than the other, One is wiser, one knows more. Worship tends to
deaden the brain and to place one at a disadvantage. It tends to close down the
channel of communication and say, you tell me everything. You tell me what to
do. I will follow you. I will do what you say. This is not the kind of connection
we are looking for. We are looking for the type of connection where there is a
mutual respect and equality.”
Council of Elohim

There have been many confirmations and validations throughout the
past 7 years, which have convinced me in the validity of what I’m
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sharing. I’ll share one of those validations now…….. At one point, I
asked in a channeling if Terry had been anyone famous in a past life.
Normally they wouldn’t answer this kind of question just to satisfy
my curiosity. But in Terry’s case, they gave an answer. Terry is very
shy and also extremely conscientious. I saw how the answer they gave
helped Terry to become more confident and self-assured. They told
me to look up St. Catherine of Siena. I googled St. Catherine and
learned she was a Catholic nun in Siena, Italy in 1300 AD. The other
nuns would write down everything she said because they thought God
was speaking through her. St. Catherine’s Dialogues with God are
recognized as a great work of Catholic literature and are still
published currently.
We learned early on through the study of the Wilcock/Cayce
connection that people tend to look like their previous lifetimes.
Here’s a comparison of Terry and St. Catherine. Again consider the
odds of this being just coincidence. Virtually impossible!

This communication with the Council of Elohim has been ongoing
now for 7 years. I have an ongoing series of conference calls where
we actually do live channelings over an internet radio station every
Monday at 6pm pst – www.bbsradio.com, station 2. Every week I put
my credibility on the line and often submit questions submitted by
listeners with absolutely no preparation. Sometimes I do live
workshops. A number of people have had amazing transformations
and even healings who have been paying attention to this work.
People who attend my live events often report seeing a light energy in
the room. Some say they never saw this before. When I asked about
this phenomena in a channeling, they said they were beaming into the
room to help. Below you can read a testimonial from someone who
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attended one of these workshops.
Testimonial From a participant at a workshop in Los Angeles: I can honestly say I
have never in my life felt that kind of energy, love, compassion, and wisdom, flowing so
freely in one place before. It was beyond my wildest expectations. It has changed my
life forever. If I would have read your material I would have thought, cool, that's pretty
neat. However after experiencing and feeling the energy and the love, WOW!!! I have
felt so different since that night. It is not going away either. I wish to extend a very
heartfelt thanks to you and Daphne and Terry for humbly, lovingly, sharing the the light,
love, and wisdom of the Ra Group and the Council of Elohim. I'm not the wisest man,
or by any stretch the most qualified to say this, but it is no mystery to me why you folks
were chosen to handle this work. May you continue to be guided by your obvious love
and pure intent to continue to share the wonderful gift of reception and reflection you all
were given. My God Wynn. Such an incredible responsibility you have taken on. And
from my perspective you are handling it with love, and care, and respect, and humility. I
say to you "Well done Sir, well done". Please continue to do what you are doing as it
gives me incredible hope and strength as I go about trying to live my life in a manner
that reflects the love, light and wisdom I felt that night...Doug, Racine Wisconsin

What value might you get from reading the
material I offer?
As we said in the beginning of this booklet, if we are going to present
a perspective on how things work in the greater universe with
information that a human cannot directly validate, then we have to
make a strong case of credibility as where that information comes
from. Many times I’ve felt like a guy who was advocating that the
Earth was round when everyone else thought it flat.
There is no way to scientifically validate a dimensional shift. But we
can and do scientifically validate that our Solar System is going
through transformations that never happened in the recorded history
of mankind. We can and do validate the connections between David
Wilcock and Edgar Cayce. The medical miracle that occurred for my
sister is verifiable. The connection between Terry and St Catherine is
astounding.
Does this mean that our description of the dimensional shift is
correct? That is something only you can decide. This primer is a
doorway into a whole new universe of possibilities. In this period we
are in, so many feel stuck, afraid, and impotent in the looming shadow
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of a world that’s breaking down. All of us have spent many lifetimes
being programmed into a state of contraction. If you are watching TV,
listening to the news, reading newspapers, you are currently still being
programmed.
We are offering a consistent flow of understanding and connection to
Sources who are beyond this programming. There’s a wealth of new
information and perspectives capable of bringing a new level of
awareness into your conscious mind.
But of far greater importance is the potential for you to make your
own connection with these Sources. You can think of yourself as a
radio receiver that’s picking up signals all the time. In your day-to-day
life, you are constantly receiving vibrations from everything and
everyone around you. If you want to pick up signals from sources
outside the physical realm, you first have to know that there are
sources out there and be open to looking for their energies and
frequencies. You also have to come to the conclusion that you can
trust letting these energies into your space. You also need to learn
how to discern between a positive source and a negative source. This
can be challenging since you are dealing with energies that have no
physical counterpart. Studying our material can help you tune your
receiver to positive sources that are actually outside this realm,
although, I would not ask you to come to the conclusion that our
Sources are positive based on my say so. You would need to expose
yourself to the written material, and make your own evaluation. Even
reading their words can stimulate a connection if you’re ready. The Ra
Group says “As you study us, we study you.”
If you should succeed in tuning into the positive energies of sources
outside of the “veil”, I have this postulate that when you leave this
realm (i.e. die), the connection with those sources outside this realm
will continue and if you choose, you may no longer be stuck in the
“wheel of reincarnation”. The reading material, the conference calls,
and other offerings from us, all help give continuing reference points
for tuning your inner radio to these high vibrational frequencies.
Many people have reported the connection to these energies as they
exposed themselves to our work.
Testimonial on our Monday night internet
broadcast- “I feel this buzz of energy surging through
my body, and I am really enjoying it. I cannot wait to
go to sleep, so that I can get more dreams :)” - anon 26

Testimonial - “…people do need to know these things and I'm sure
you'll deal and have dealt with much skepticism which is okay cuz it
gives more chances for proof that you're not fake or crazy.” - anon

Testimonial on our Monday night Internet broadcast – “Got in on the call
tonite.Awesome!! Thank you and Please Thank Terry again…….. Please keep up
your work with them it is so reaffirming for me and I am sure all those who listen
and read……..Thank you again Wynn for all that you and your friends are doing
for the peoples of this planet and Mother earth!” - anon

Testimonial on our Monday Night Internet Broadcast – “Man, after
listening to your Monday session(I think) I fell asleep listening to the
talk and had the most powerful dream. Awesome dude. – Prentice Hill,
Long Beach
Testimonial - It’s so much more real to me with your skeptical, analytical and
artful style. Keep up the great work Wynn... - anon
Testimonial -“This information answers much of my heart's lifelong searching. I feel like
I have been waiting for a very, very long time to receive this nourishment for my soul.” –
Perry, Oregon

Testimonial - “I don’t want the book to end. I feel this excitement coming on; I'm trying to
contain myself. That sounds really true to me. Oh, I think these communications are the best
thing yet and we need them so much right now. Bless you for writing the book. Your story is
really amazing too. Thank you for all of it.”

The work I’m presenting will withstand the utmost of scrutiny. I
present it all in as transparent manner as possible. There are no hidden
agendas. Many of those who have taken the time to study the work in
depth, have had huge epiphanies, transformations, miracles, and
healings as you can notice by all the testimonials we’ve attached.
I have presented all this with no exaggeration in the circumstances of
my life and David Wilcock’s life stories, which are both very well
documented. I have hundreds of audio files of my dialogues with the
Elohim. David has become an in demand public speaker. Numerous
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articles have been published about the Wilcock/Cayce connection.
We both have been interviewed by the media and lectured at expos.
David’s website has gotten millions of visitors and his youtube videos
have gotten hundreds of thousands of hits.
I’m going to close this introductory primer now. I’ve walked you to
the door. I’ve given you an overview. I painted the possibilities.
Some of you reading this might be feeling a sense of hope and
connection jumping off the page. If Cayce and his legacy have
influenced you, you’ll want to delve into The Reincarnation of Edgar
Cayce? You’ll want to read all the extra books and listen to the audios
which are included in our package as listed below. There is a blending
of hard scientific facts and spiritual wisdoms to bring credibility to
our astounding conclusions concerning this dimensional shift.
Absorbing these materials can change your life path. If all our
premises are correct about this dimensional shift, if we are in
communication with those sources in other dimensions who are the
administrators of this shift, if the keys and wisdom to releasing your
own negative patterns and uncontracting yourself are in the pages of
the books in our Dimensional Package, you owe it to yourself to read
these materials and come to your own certainty. We’ve opened a door,
but you have to walk through. It took me at least 3 years to integrate
all this on a cellular level. This is most likely your first exposure to
this new look on an unprecedented view of soul level evolution at a
cosmic level. I hope you will delve deeper.
Testimonial, Unity Minister – “For those who
recognize truth, this book resonates wisdom. If you
allow yourself to stretch into the fascinating realities
within, it may change your life forever”.-- Konrad
Kaserer, Spiritual leader, Unity Church of Flasgstaff

Review – “The Reincarnation Of Edgar Cayce? addresses for its
readers the profound issues of soul evolution, death, and contributes
thoughtful and thought-provoking answers to a discussion of Jesus
Christ.” – Midwest Book Review
Review – “...if you endeavor to pick this book up you will find it
hard to put down because although it reads like science fiction
further on in the book we find that science backs up the obscure
content believe it or not.” – The New Awareness
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Testimonial. Author and spiritual healer – I am just stunned by your
book…….I pray like mad that I can be of proper service to support this. Sandra Ray, author, Loving Relationships and rebirthing practitioner.
Testimonial, Minister, Religious Science – “From the first sentence on, I was intrigued by the
information that author, Wynn Free had included in this dynamic, leading edge treatise. Not only
did he include well documented information to support his hypothesis of David Wilcock as the
reincarnation of Edgar Cayce, he also included believable information about the ongoing
evolution of human spirituality, as well.
I couldn't put the book down! The information resonated as Truth deep within my being as the
explanation was given for the rather unique period in the history of humankind we are in. The
book explains via both current science and the wise words of David Wilcock's source, the real
reason why opening our hearts to unconditional love and compassion is so important in this
current period and why it's so important to put our power struggles behind us, and strive for the
understanding that "we're all in this together," which is a simple way of expressing the Principle
of Oneness.
This important book validates the quest of Divine Emissaries throughout all of Planet Earth's
spiritual traditions - that of uplifting humanity to a higher vibration that will guarantee "peace on
earth, goodwill toward all planetary citizens."
I invite and encourage you to read Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce? and integrate the astounding
information it contains into your own evolving spiritual path. The book may be the most
important work in contemporary spirituality explaining how to maintain one's connections to
divinity on a planet in transition.” – Reverend Beverly Craig – Senior Minister, Church of
Religious Science, La Crescenta, California
Testimonial, University Professor – “The Reincarnation of Edgar
Cayce? is a piece to the puzzle that you are looking to put together.
The Book is an extremely lucid and well written case book on the
spiritual truths of this planet. If you had any doubts about the
direction of this world, the nature of our work, and your role in it all,
they'll be gone by the time you are finished. Bravo!” – Dr. Michael
Sharp, professor of sociology

A couple of years ago, I went into a bookstore in San Francisco with
the intent of getting the owner to sell my book. He looked at the
testimonials and turned me down. He thought I had made the
testimonials up, that a virtually unknown author could not have such
amazing testimonials. Many of the testimonials we shared were from
people like yourself who thought that those were experiences other
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people had but it couldn’t happen for them. It did!
A few years ago, I was standing in the lobby of a hotel in Santa
Monica where a “What the Bleep” Conference was being held. I had
permission from the promoters to pitch the book as people were
leaving a lecture. Here’s an excerpt from an email I received from
someone who I convinced to purchase a book.
Testimonial, MD, plastic surgeon - I was one of those "unforgettable"
patrons at the What the Bleep conference in Santa Monica that you conned late
Saturday night on the "bridge" into buying The Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce?
Oh well, another $20 isn’t going to kill me and my beautiful ex-wife gave
"cheapo" the prompt he needed. "Just buy it!"
Boy, am I glad! Congratulations. This is a masterpiece. I can't put it down.
The thing that I like best, of course, is that it confirms all of my beliefs and
prejudices plus a veritable plethora of information of which I had no idea and
that tests out in my little "Cor Crucible".
You have an amazing talent and perseverance and I am one of those deeply
indebted to you for the diligence you clearly exerted in putting together this
fascinating and superb volume.
I hope we can talk sometime soon.
My very best wishes for your every success in marketing this very, very
important work.
Gratefully,
Phil
Philip B. Rothenberg, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Now I want to “twist” your arm as I did Phil’. You’ve read the stories.
You’ve read the testimonials. THIS IS REAL!! I am not the only
person on the planet bringing this information and these
understandings forth. But to my knowledge, the package I have put
together for this primer is THE MOST CREDIBLE presentation on
the planet, backing up the REALITY of this dimensional shift and
INTRODUCING YOU TO THOSE SOURCES WHO ARE ABLE
TO HELP YOU/US. Click on the link below to learn more.
Wishing you a wonderful and radiant day.
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Blessings………………Wynn Free
=================================================
The 2012 - Primer for a Dimensional Shift Package
Preparing you for an evolutionary leap in the consciousness of humankind!

Click here to order
http://speedoflove.iwarp.com/1111/2012
PACKAGE.html
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